Cultivating Entrepreneurial Mindset in the Humanities, Social Sciences, and Arts Educational Contexts

Talk Abstract: According to the Kern Entrepreneurial Engineering Network (KEEN) website, an entrepreneurial mindset (EM) is a collection of mental habits that amplify an engineer’s technical skills, equipping them to solve societal problems and create an environment for human flourishing. Embedded in this description is a clear role for educators in engineering contexts who teach in humanities, social science, and arts (HSSA) fields. At Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, we have brought EM into HSSA courses, contributing to the development of undergraduate students and their abilities to solve societal problems. In this presentation, I will discuss the HSSA courses created with an EM focus, a wide variety of interventions that often bring HSSA into collaboration with engineering and computer science disciplines. In addition to these models, I’ll work with attendees on their own course ideas, so bring along an potential class so we can cultivate EM for your students.
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